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This text seeks to answer the two main questions relating to contract law: What promises does

society enforce, and why does it enforce them? Writing in a clear and concise way, Hillman provides

a great overview of the daunting area of contract law with numerous illustrations. This book covers

the main topics of contract law typically treated in a first-year law school course on the subject, and

handles topics such as bargain theory, fraud, remedies, contract interpretation, breach of contract,

grounds for excusing performance, and third parties.
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I bought this and used it heavily through Contracts, and found it took be a very good supplement to

the casebook. It covers the main issues in very good detail, but cannot be trusted as a single source

for contract law of course - a short book could not be expected to do that.The book is written in an

informal but very information way, and cites many of the popular cases that will presumably exist in

your casebook.That said, if someone read this book before starting contracts, or read each chapter

before reading cases relating to the material in that chapter, you'd probably get a more complete

and faster comprehension of the material. This book is great for that purpose.

This hornbook makes reading the case book very, very easy. It summarizes all of the concepts from

their textbook in a simple and concise manner. I highly recommend reading this book and staying a

few pages ahead of your assigned text reading.



If you want to understand contracts, this is the book you need. I was very confused at the beginning

of the semester, but I used this book to supplement my reading and ended up getting an A in the

class. Very concise and readable, no confusing language. Good luck.

This is the single best law supplement I've come across so far. Throughout my first semester of 1L

at a T14 school, I concentrated on this book as much as (and probably more than) my casebook. I

finished with an A, and I credit my understanding to Hillman's hornbook.Easy breezy reading, easy

to carry, but goes into plenty of depth.If your professor teaches from Hillman's casebook, then this is

a must-have. If not, I still recommend it.

this is an amazing hornbook - incredibly concise - if you have the Hillman casebook - ca ching - you

are in the money ! Outstanding text - only drawback for me is the corny humor - but the book is

fabulous ..you will be shocked how much info is covered in this little book - with case cites galore
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